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Reply

seating

A global family of seating.
Work happens in many places. Choices for seating are
abundant with Reply® — a complete global family of chairs
that are as nice to look at as they are to sit in.
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Simple comfort.
Transparent design.
Comfort is no secret for Reply chairs with mesh backs.
Imported from Italy, our exclusive mesh is woven with
chinelle yarn offering soft, supportive comfort in an airy
and light scale design. And if a classic look is what you
prefer, our fully upholstered Reply chair offers dynamic
support with a sleek and contoured look.
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Up to the task.
Reply is ready to take on whatever your workday brings. Simple,
easy-to-use controls provide the individual comfort adjustments
you need to make sitting a pleasure.
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Easily paired.
Whether it's multi-use or task seating, the global family
of Reply chairs allow you to create a cohesive aesthetic
in any environment.
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Multi-purpose, multi-use.
There’s a Reply chair for everywhere. Roll it in for a quick
discussion or a longer project meeting. Put it to work in a
conference room. Or bring it out for big gatherings and events,
then stack six-high when everything is over.
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Adjust simply.
Reply chair controls give you comfort right at your fingertips—
the kind of comfort that makes it easy to sit for a long time,
with the kind of control unexpected in a chair this reasonably
priced. And Reply's high performance mechanism provides the
adjustments you need for long-term comfort.
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ABBREVIATED STATEMENT OF LINE

Upholstered Task Chair,
with adjustable arms.

Mesh Task Chair,
with adjustable arms.

4 Leg Chair, stackable
with mesh back.

4 Leg Chair, stackable
with upholstered back.

Handle on Reply fosters
mobility by giving you a convenient
handhold to move the chair
where it’s needed.

Height-adjustable lumbar
support is optional on Reply
mesh to enhance back support.
Back height adjustment on
upholstered chair (not shown)
allows you to raise or lower the
chair back from a seated position
to support your lower back.

Armrests pivot and slide to
support your arms properly even
when you change position.

Tilt tension adjustment allows you
to control the amount of resistance
needed for reclining.

Sled Base Chair, with
mesh back and upholstered seat.

Arm height adjusts easily to keep
your arms in proper alignment for
any task.
SURFACE MATERIALS

SUSTAINABILITY

Task Chair Frame Finishes

At its heart, sustainability at Steelcase is about people. It’s
about creating and supporting the economic, environmental
and social conditions that allow people and communities to
reach their full potential.

Black 6205

Seat height adjusts quickly with
a simple pull of the lever so anyone
can sit comfortably.

Sled Base Chair, with
upholstered back and seat.

Multi-position back lock
allows you to lock the backrest
in multiple positions.

Platinum Metallic 4799
Seagull 6053 (Mesh task chair only)
Polished Aluminum 7243 (Base only)

Side Chair Frame Finishes

Seat depth adjustment allows the
seat to slide forward or back to
accommodate different leg lengths.

Black 6205
Platinum Metallic 4799

Air Mesh Fabrics
White AR03
Grey AR01
Sable AR01
Orange AR07
Apple Green AR06
Red AR04
Royal Blue AR05

Research and insights direct our path.
It’s not only about creating goods, it’s about creating
good. It’s not only about creating value, it’s about living
our values. It’s not just about reducing our footprint, it’s
about expanding our reach. It’s about creating lasting and
meaningful change to enable the long-term wellbeing of
current and future generations.
Innovative products and solutions result.
In the development of our products, we work to consider
each stage of the life cycle: from materials extraction,
production, transport, use and reuse, until the end of its life.
We demonstrate performance through third-party verified
certifications and voluntary product declarations.
Steelcase’s sustainability promises, actions, and results are
communicated in an annual Corporate Sustainability Report.

Bright Purple AR08
Black AR02
Colors are representative and may vary slightly from actual material.

For further options visit us online.
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Call 800.333.9939 or visit steelcase.com
facebook.com/steelcase

twitter.com/steelcase

youtube.com/steelcasetv
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